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"Y- You wouldn't dare!" Iris paled and roared, "Seth, I’m warning you! If you dare to lay your hands on me, Leon will skin you

alive!"

"Leon? Don't even bring that little bast*rd up! He injured me back in the Black Market and broke my leg the last time I was in

Elegante Group. He is my enemy and if there's a chance, I'll make sure he dies screaming!" Seth said ferociously.

Suddenly, he seemed to have thought of something and an excited look appeared on his face. "Iris, if I’m not mistaken, Leon's

your boyfriend, right?"

"So what if I am? How's that your business?" Iris said warily and did not see the need in denying the fact that Leon was her

boyfriend.

"Wonderful! Leon has the Thompsons backing him up, so there's nothing much I can do with him at the moment, but I can toy

with his woman and humiliate him! When he finds out about this, he is going to wish that he's dead!" Seth burst out laughing.

After all that happened between Seth and Leon, Seth developed a deep resentment toward Leon.

If he claimed and tamed Leon's woman, Leon would be devastated.

Not only would Leon be humiliated, he would never be able to salvage his pride in front of Seth and that seemed to be crueler

than simply killing Leon.

Seth felt his blood boil with excitement and was about to explode with lust.

"Y- You have no shame!" Iris was so furious that she could pass out.

"Alright, let's not waste time! Come here and I'll give you and teach you how wonderful it is to be in bed with a true man! Once

you get a taste of how good I'm in bed, you might just give up on Leon and fall in love with me instead," Seth sneered evilly.

Unable to suppress his animalistic urges any longer, he darted toward Iris to capture her, knowing that Iris's power was sealed

and was completely helpless.

Before he could realize his fantasy, what happened next shook him to his core.

"Die, you shameless coward!" Iris gritted her teeth and pulled out the Potential Energy Forces she received from Leon, before

sending it toward Seth.

The Potential Energy Force was sent flying at the speed of lightning and was inches away from Seth within a split moment.

"Wh- What on earth is this?!" Seth gaped at the attack.

Never in his imagination would Iris be capable of launching such a powerful attack despite having her power sealed, and he was

completely caught by surprise.

Not daring to treat it lightly, he backed away in an attempt to dodge the attack, but the Potential Energy Force was in the

Advanced Overlord State, which triumphed over Seth, who was only in the Initial Overlord State.

He was standing far too close to Iris and she caught him by surprise, so he was able to escape the range of the attack and was

struck in the chest.
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